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Nano is amazing

Different isomers and
homotops with peculiar
(non-scalable) properties
different from their
bulk/atomic counterparts.
A state of matter and
building blocks for
nanostructures materials.

“Nanoparticles are everywhere” 
L.D. Marks, L. Peng JPCM (2016)

Nawaz, ACS Sust. Chem. Eng.(2018)

The ugly, the good, the beautiful and the useful!



Schebarchov, FB, Wales Nanoscale(2018)

Au55

Different shape; chemical orderings
“There is plenty of room at the bottom” by R. Feymann

Amazingly different
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via surface adatom diffusion while random mixing 2 core@shell
takes place via vacancy formation and intracluster atomic diffusion,

in agreement with previous studies.31 These two atomic motions
can happen simultaneously and lead to a variety of reordering
pathways which connect, for example, mixed to Janus arrange-
ments or multi-shell to core–shell patterns.

4 Conclusion
We show a rich panorama of rearrangement mechanisms in
Ag-nanoalloys with sizes as small as 147 atoms by means of two
enhanced sampling techniques based on molecular dynamics.
We address how chemical ordering and mismatch affect struc-
tural transition pathways among different morphologies with a
Ag fraction of 59 ! 3%. We would stress that the stoichiometry
can influence the structural reorganisation pathway, as shown
for AuAg147

28 and for AgCu and AgAu nanoalloys,51 but a
systematic study at different compositions was out of the scope
of this work, and we focused on addressing the mismatch effect
on structural and chemical transitions. To sample chemical
reorderings more efficiently, we introduce the hetero-atomic
coordination number as a sole collective variable of a Metady-
namics framework because of its ability to enhance both sur-
face and intra-cluster diffusion. We remark that the chemical
coordination numbers are order parameters which may be
easily transferable to boost the sampling of a variety of systems
where (de)alloying processes or mixing–segregation transitions are
of interest. We propose new and proper descriptors to characterise
the geometry, chemical mixing, and mobility of the two chemical
species during the solid to solid transformations. Those quantities
are based on common neighbour analysis and evolution of
the cluster adjacency matrix. Therefore they can be applied to
characterise the dynamics of other nanosystems.

We observe that the diamond–square–diamond rearrangement29

connects Ih to Co and Dh morphologies in core@shell nanoalloys
when the mismatch is less than 10%. In contrast, an incomplete
diamond–square–diamond rearrangement, similar to the shell-wise
Mackay47 mechanism, takes place in a system characterised by a
larger mismatch, where only the inner core can undergo a complete
transformation. Structural transitions in Janus nanoalloys are shape
dependent: while Co rearranges into Ih via the DSD mechanism, this
cooperative screw dislocation motion is hindered in Dh because it is
energetically favourable to have the formation of a (111) interface.
This happens throughout a rotation around the 5-fold axis in the
opposite direction in the two chemical species, leading to the
formation of an IhJIh motif and then a Janus-Ih. The latter is stable
up to 450 K, when the Ag-adatom diffusion on (111) starts to be
thermally activated. In contrast to morphological rearrangements,
which involve rotations, screw and concerted motion, chemical
reordering takes place via surface and/or intra-cluster diffusion
regardless of the system’s composition. We note that a metastable
shape first underwent a morphological transition towards a favour-
able geometry and only then does the chemical reordering start. We
want to stress that some chemical patterns make escaping from the
Ih geometry very unlikely, as for example the Janus-Ih which is a
basin of attraction, although energetically unfavourable. This is a
quite important result that needs to be exploited as there is a chance

Fig. 4 Typical snaptshots during the itMD dynamics of a Ag85Cu62 Dh up to the
melting point. Five regions are found, shadowed by different colours, in
correspondence with changes in the (4,2,2) %. m and Ga show that the Janus
pattern is altered after the formation of an Ih morphology, but a core–shell is
completely formed only after 600 K, very close to, if not after, the melting point.
From the evolution of the Ra and Ha parameters, Ag (grey dots) is initially more
mobile than Cu (orange). Ag starts to move clearly after 450 K with the formation
of a defected Ih in the silver half, while Cu atoms start to move above 550 K.

Fig. 5 Evolution of the chemical radius of gyration (Ga) and of the
segregation parameter (m) for Ag (silver) and Pt (blue), during a HeCN
driven MetaD run at 300 K starting from Ih Pt55@Ag92. The icosahedral
shape is maintained during the evolution.
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enhanced sampling techniques based on molecular dynamics.
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tural transition pathways among different morphologies with a
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Mackay47 mechanism, takes place in a system characterised by a
larger mismatch, where only the inner core can undergo a complete
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regardless of the system’s composition. We note that a metastable
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want to stress that some chemical patterns make escaping from the
Ih geometry very unlikely, as for example the Janus-Ih which is a
basin of attraction, although energetically unfavourable. This is a
quite important result that needs to be exploited as there is a chance
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correspondence with changes in the (4,2,2) %. m and Ga show that the Janus
pattern is altered after the formation of an Ih morphology, but a core–shell is
completely formed only after 600 K, very close to, if not after, the melting point.
From the evolution of the Ra and Ha parameters, Ag (grey dots) is initially more
mobile than Cu (orange). Ag starts to move clearly after 450 K with the formation
of a defected Ih in the silver half, while Cu atoms start to move above 550 K.
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DiPaola, et al. Nanoscale(2017)
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Fig. 1. (Color online) PES of Pt13 as a function of the co-
ordination number. The main plot shows the isomers charac-
terised by a low coordination number, while the whole figure is
reported in the inset. Local minima are marked using different
symbols to identified the families they belong to: Cage (circle),
TTP (square), Wire (downward pointing triangle), helicoid-
like (upward pointing triangle), Df-Ih (black triangle), Dada-
Ih (asterisk), i-Dh23 (black square). A black circle is used for
all the single component families, like BL, Ros-Ih and Ih. All
the hollow symbols marks the isomers of the hollow and open
structures group. If a structure is simply a deformation of some
other motif, only the latter is labelled.

truly stable and rapidly evolve into an Ih, therefore, all1

the simulations having them as initial configuration can2

be considered as starting from an Ih basin.3

The iterative metadynamics simulations proposed4

here, although restricted to one CV, and using a classical5

semi-empirical potential, give access to a wide range of6

motifs. In Figure 2, where isomers are sorted according to7

the descending order of their energy values, it can be seen8

that the conformational space is explored towards energies9

that are both higher and lower than the one of the start-10

ing configuration; nonetheless the process is more efficient11

going towards less energetic structures. This is consistent12

with the way the metadynamics algorithm works [13]: to13

go higher in energy more Gaussians are needed and more14

time have to be waited.15

The adopted empirical potential is known to favour16

highly coordinated geometries being fitted on bulk17
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Fig. 2. Results of the simulations performed to explore the
PES of Pt13. The starting points of the simulations are indi-
cated in the column headers, sorted according to the descend-
ing order of their energy values. If an isomer is found starting
from one of them, a mark is drawn in the corresponding row. A
△ indicates a minimum that is more energetic than the start-
ing configuration, a ▽ marks a less energetic one, and a circle
shows the initial configuration.

parameters [22,25]. On the other hand, small Pt clusters 18

prefer low coordinated ones, once studied at DF level. 19

Nonetheless, the iterative EP-MT is shown to be able 20

to find many and various hollow and open shapes, which 21

result to be local minima of the potential itself. MT is 22

not constrained to move towards the most energetically 23

favourable ones, as other algorithms, dedicated to the 24

global minimum search, do. This is an important quality of 25

the method, because the semi-empirical potential used is 26

computationally really fast, although it is not always able 27

to reproduce the correct energy order of the minima. Using 28

EP-MT simulations to find a wide range of structures that 29

are subsequently relaxed at density functional level, is an 30

accurate and economic solution to get a detailed sampling 31

of energy landscape of metallic nanoparticles. 32

3.1 Classification of the Pt13 isomers 33

All minima that are not resulting from a simple defor- 34

mation of some other motif, called using their labels, 35

are classified into families following geometrical consid- 36

erations, such as the evaluation of the quantity ∆, defined 37

48 available isomers for Pt13 in the vacuum

15 isomers can be inserted into a zeolite pore

Environment effect

Pavan, et al. EPJD(2013)



Different time-scales
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Different shape; chemical orderings; environment effect
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Electronic structure@DFT level Pt13

DiPaola, et al. Nanoscale(2017)
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Amazingly different
behavior in Pt nanosystems.31,32 Finally, recent experiments in
atomic Pt contacts show pronounced magnetic conductance
depending on their atomic configurations.33

From a theoretical point of view, extensive numerical
simulations based on density functional theory (DFT) have
been performed to understand the magnetic nature of Pt thin
films34,35 and nanowires, where the appearance of ferro-
magnetism has been predicted only for certain structures.36,37

Nonetheless, only a few studies have been carried out on free Pt
nanoparticles. In particular, magnetism in Pt nanoclusters has
only been associated with partially filled d-states.38 At the same
time, the geometrical distortions characteristic of a finite nano-
object can lead to a shift between minority and majority spin
bands, and thus less coordinated sites may show a higher
magnetic moment.39,40 Indeed, what is the contribution of
surface, vertex, and core atoms and how an enhancement of the
magnetism in Pt clusters is associated with geometrical factors
have never been addressed from an atomistic point of view.
Using Pt clusters as our playground, we here show that the

finite magnetic moment of mNP is related to the geometrical
features of the nanoparticle itself. We observe that each cluster
does present ferro-magnetism and that highly symmetric
icosahedral configurations usually return the largest magnetic
moment, especially for the larger sizes under consideration
here. We associate this observation to (a) a minority spin
charge moves from the subvertexes to their vertexes due to a
strong contraction of their bond length and (b) the ability of
the vertexes to retain these extra spins in the majority spin
channel due to a slightly elongated second NN distance within
the surface shell with respect to their bulk values. Finally, we are
able to relate the differences among morphologies to the
second nearest neighbor distances around each vertex, with a
contraction only toward atoms on a (100). Magnetic depletion
(e.g., Pt147 crystallographic cuboctahedra) is possible and it is
related to a different contraction/elongation of the first and
second NN bond lengths to deviations from the bulk value that
are propagating up to the second NN distances.
The magnetic behavior of PtN, where N is the total number

of atoms in the cluster, is calculated using a plane-wave code
based on density functional theory included in the Quantum
ESPRESSO package41 where all the configurations are ionically
relaxed using the Broyden−Fletcher−Goldfarb−Shann’s pro-
cedure and the total magnetic moments are obtained
performing unrestricted local spin-polarized simulations. (See
Supporting Information for details about the parameters used
in the calculations.) Furthermore, our analysis is not restricted
to the magic sizes of icosahedral (Ih), decahedral (Dh), and
cuboctahedra (CO) shapes, corresponding to 13, 55, 147, and
309 atoms of the above polyhedra, but it includes: uncompleted
and polyicosahedral shapes at 38 and 76 atoms, since they have
been found to be promising structural motifs for CoPt
systems;42 the Marks twinning of decahedra at 39 and 75
atoms, and a FCC motif at 76 atoms which corresponds to an
incomplete octahedron at 85 atoms with a stacking fault and
cuts to obtain (100) facets. (See Supporting Information for
examples of all the structures considered here.)
The calculated macroscopic magnetism of the considered Pt

morphologies is shown in Figure 1, as the atomic averaged total
magnetization (aTM) plotted versus size. For the sake of
comparison, the dimer and the bulk values are added as
reference points. A ferromagnetic ordering is always observed
in each nanomorphology, as shown in Figure 1 for the CO, Ih,
and Dh arrangements at 55 atoms. In the Supporting

Information, we have included a figure with the cross section
of a Ih147 to help visualizing its shell structure. For the CO
system, top panel of Figure 1, the averaged total magnetic
moment presents a flat region at 0.15−0.20 μB/atom between
38 and 309 atoms, with an unexpected dip at 147 atoms.
Decahedra peak in their aTM at 55 atoms with 0.25 μB/atom
and then slowly decay to the asymptotic bulk para-magnetism.
On the other hand, for Ih patterns the averaged total magnetic
moment tops around 150 atoms after an almost constant
behavior at smaller sizes. To test the generality of our analysis,
we have examined different initial starting magnetizations. For
simplicity, most of the calculations started with a ferromagnetic
initial states. At the same time, an antiferromagnetic ordering,
where the core atoms had magnetization opposite with respect
to the shell and subshell atoms has been used as initial
configuration. After full electron relaxation, the ground state has
been found to be ferromagnetic again. For a more systematic
analysis of spin restricted calculations for Pt13 with different
structural motifs has been reported elsewhere.43 We have also
performed noncollinear calculations for clusters at 13 and 55
atoms. We have observed that once fully relaxed, a
ferromagnetic order emerges, and the spins are essentially
aligned. Although running a full noncollinear calculation at
larger sizes is for us computational unfeasible, we do not expect
the scenario to change significantly.
The appearance of the magnetic behavior in mNP can be

rationalized in terms of two contributions: an intra- and an
interatomic charge transfer (Heisenberg exchange). The intra-
atomic charge transfer is induced by an intraband splitting
around the Fermi energy between majority and minority
populations. The interatomic contribution stems from the
charge transfer between adjacent atoms from the minority band
of the donor to the majority band of the acceptor. At the same
time, minority electrons can transfer from the acceptor to the
majority band of the donors, therefore increasing the overall
atomic polarization. Mohn suggested that a further majority/
minority band splitting can be originated by a strong distortion
of the second nearest neighbor distances with respect to their

Figure 1. Atomic averaged magnetization, aTM, in μB/atom as a
function of size N2/3. The dimer and bulk values are included for
comparison. Each point is also labeled according to the total number
of atoms in the cluster. Top panel CO and FCC-like structures; middle
panel Dh; bottom Ih. The aTM is calculated as the total
magnetization, Mtot, divided by the total number of atoms, N, i.e.,
aTM = Mtot/N = ∫ n↑(r) − n↓(r)dr/N, where the integral runs over all
space, while n↑(r) and n↓(r) are the electron charge densities for spin
up and spin down, respectively. For each of the investigated clusters
we have provided an example of the structure with 55 atoms.
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bulk value.40 Here, we demonstrate that the ferromagnetic
behavior, high aTM values, in Pt nanoparticles arises from the
interatomic charge transfer between vertexes lying on
consecutive shells, and therefore is strongly influenced by the
local geometry. The finite and high atomic polarization (AP),
averaged over atoms at equivalent sites, is not uniquely
associated with atoms with a low coordination number (surface
atoms), but instead it peaks at the subsurface, and only in a
couple of case surface atoms show a similar AP.
To quantify the relationship between the local environment

and magnetic properties, atomic charges are computed
performing a Bader analysis44,45 over the total as well as the
majority and minority spin charge densities. In this way, we
have been able to estimate the intra- and interatomic charge
transfers in terms of the total atomic charge loss (CLT) and AP
obtained as the difference between the majority and minority
spin charge losses, (CL↑, CL↓), AP = CL↑ − CL↓. The total and
minority charge losses as well as AP are reported in Figure 2 as
a function of the radial distance from the center of mass of the
clusters dcom, for CO, and Ih, respectively. The same quantities
for the Dh cluster family are reported in the Supporting
Information. A finite AP due to an intra-atomic charge transfer
would imply a vanishing CLT = 0 because no charge is
transferred between atoms. The observation of a finite CLT

implies that the interatomic charge transfer contribution is the
most effective in Pt nanoparticles. Indeed, we show how the
subvertexes play an important role in the distribution of the
local magnetism and that there is a net charge transfer from the
subshell to the outermost shell as depicted in Figure 3. We
would like to comment that the total charge transferred per
atom per shell, in the external shell is about constant, around
0.03−0.04 electron per shell per atom. Obviously, the amount
of electrons per atom transferred from the subshell decreases
with increasing the size of the cluster.

Let us give a closer look at how the local environment
influences the interatomic charge transfer. From the smallest
sizes, but where three shells could be drawn as shown in Figure
3, the subvertexes are found to act as donors (negative CLT, see
red dots in Figure 2) of partial charge and this charge exchange
is generally observed to be carried out by the minority
population. On the other hand, vertexes tend to act as
acceptors (positive CLT) with the majority band accommodat-
ing mostly of the received charge (CL↓ is negligible). The
interatomic charge transfer toward the innermost shells seems
to be more complicated but is still substantially dominated by
the subsurface atomic behavior. Ih clusters, independently of
their size, show a quite clear behavior both in the AP and CLs;
see Figure 2b. The subshell is highly polarized with a net charge
transfer toward the vertexes of the cluster, leading to a

Figure 2. AP (triangle), total CLT (circle), and minority CL↓ (diamond) charge losses plotted against the radial distance, dcom for (a) CO and (b) Ih
shapes at various sizes up to 309 atoms. The symbol color indicates: red = subsurface, green = other atoms. In the snapshots, atoms are colored
according to their AP in temperature gradient as shown at the right. The quantities showed here have been derived in the following way: CL↓ = aB

↓ −
eS
↓ (CL↑ = aB

↑ − eS
↑), CLT = aB − eS ≡ CL↑ + CL↓, and AP = CL↑ − CL↓, where eS = 10 and eS

↓ = eS
↑ = 5 are the total and partial valence electrons in the

nonmagnetic bulk, aB and aB
↓ (aB

↑) are the total and partial atomic charges calculated via the Bader analysis, respectively.

Figure 3. Total charge transfer (in electron per shell) between
neighboring shells. A similar behavior is observed in all of the
nanoparticles considered.
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significant magnetization. The CO shape instead shows a more
varied behavior; see Figure 2a. For CO55 and CO309 there is a
peak of AP in the subshell and some remnant AP at the
vertexes; also charge is transferred from the core and subshells
to the surface. At both sizes there is a similar magnetization per
atom. For CO147, on the other hand, the AP is almost vanishing
for each shell, and more significantly the magnetization
essentially disappears. We should add that, in all our
calculations, we observe a discrepancy as tiny as a small
fraction of a Bohr magneton per atom between the total and
absolute magnetization, the latter being defined as ∫ |n↑(r) −
n↓(r)|dr. We attribute these differences to negligible numerical
fluctuations in the spin densities. Hence, the changes of the
total magnetization among morphologies and sizes cannot be
associated with the appearance of regions with opposite
magnetization.
To understand how the magnetization depends on the local

geometry, we have investigated the distance distribution of first
and second nearest neighbors of each vertex and subvertex, as
illustrated in Figure 4. In panel b of Figure 4, for Pt147 and Pt309
and all of the considered geometrical motifs, we tabulate the

relative distortion with respect to the bulk lattice parameter of
the average bond length between vertex and subvertex;
subvertex and subsub-vertex (core); the average first NN
distances around vertex and subvertex, respectively; the average
distance between vertex and its second neighbors lying on the
subshell, on the (111) and, if it is the case, on (100) facets,
respectively. For the decahedral shapes, characterized by two
nonequivalent vertexes, one lying on a 5-fold axes and the other
shared by (100)/(111) facets, we report the range of possible
values. All of the geometries exhibit a contraction of the first
NN distance with respect to the bulk value. We observe a
stronger compression along the radial direction core−
subvertex−vertex (labeled SV and V in Figure 4, respectively),
than in the intrashell directions. A high aTM is observed in all
the clusters having a large discrepancy between the radial and
intrashell contractions of the first shell of neighbors. This
justifies the retention by the vertexes of the extra charge likely
in the majority spin population, which is at the origin of a finite
magnetic moment. A further look at the CO147 reveals that the
intrashell and the intershell separations are indeed equally
shortened with respect to their bulk value. These similar
distortions result in the inability of the vertexes to retain the
extra charge, reducing the effective magnetism in CO147 as
reported in Figure 2. Quantitatively, the vanishing aTM is
justified by the fact that for CO147, CL

↑ ≃ CL↓ (as can be seen
from Figure 2) and AP ≃ 0. Moreover, the second NN
distances between vertex and (111) facet atoms are always
elongated, leading to a reduction of the intrashell charge
transfer. This effect can further enhance the majority/minority
band splitting. On the other hand, in CO and Dh, it is partially
compensated because the bond-length of vertexes with their
second neighbors lying on (100) facets is contracted.
To summarize, spin-polarized density functional simulations

are carried out to calculate the total magnetization of
crystallographic and noncrystallographic Pt nanoparticles for
sizes up to 309 atoms. It is observed that an enhanced
magnetism appears especially for large (above 100 atoms)
icosahedral Pt clusters, while in cuboctahedra and FCC-like the
average magnetization has an almost flat behavior from 36 to
309 atoms (with the notable exception of 147) and in
decahedral it peaks at small sizes and then rapidly decreases.
Through a Bader estimate of the effective atomic charges, we
have found that the atomic magnetic properties of PtN, where N
is the number of the atoms in the cluster, are ruled mainly by an
Heisenberg interatomic contribution as the total charge loss is
not vanishing. This effect is related to a net charge transfer
between subvertexes (donors) and vertexes (acceptors), and it
is strongly influenced by the local geometrical environment
associated, in particular, with the contraction of the intershell
distance between the two uppermost layers and the elongation
of the second nearest neighbor distances between vertexes and
(111) atoms. The presence of (100) facets seems instead to
reduce the ability of the vertexes to retain the extra charge.
Although an extension across the periodic table is beyond the
scope of this paper, we believe that the role of subvertexes as
donors, vertexes as acceptors, and the appearance of an
interatomic charge transfer from the sub- toward the outer-shell
to be generic as due to contraction/elongation of first and
second neighbor distances and the presence of (100) facets. We
hope that this work will boost further experimental and
theoretical investigations aimed at showing how the morphol-
ogy might influence the physical properties at the nanoscale.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic network of NN average distance of vertex (V)
and subvertex (SV). Double arrows stand for atoms lying on different
shells, while single arrow refers to atoms lying on the same shell.
Schematic second NN network around V: toward (111) surface atoms,
common for both Ih and CO; atoms belonging to (100) facets, only
for CO. Also shown is a color code to easily identify the nature of the
arrow. (b) Taking the DFT bulk lattice parameter as reference, the
Table reports the relative distortion of the first NN distances: core−
SV, SV−V, V-intrashell, SV-intrashell; and the second NN distances:
V-sub shell (SS), V-(111), and V-(100) for the considered shapes at
147 and 309 atoms. A positive (negative) value corresponds to a
contraction (elongation).
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significant magnetization. The CO shape instead shows a more
varied behavior; see Figure 2a. For CO55 and CO309 there is a
peak of AP in the subshell and some remnant AP at the
vertexes; also charge is transferred from the core and subshells
to the surface. At both sizes there is a similar magnetization per
atom. For CO147, on the other hand, the AP is almost vanishing
for each shell, and more significantly the magnetization
essentially disappears. We should add that, in all our
calculations, we observe a discrepancy as tiny as a small
fraction of a Bohr magneton per atom between the total and
absolute magnetization, the latter being defined as ∫ |n↑(r) −
n↓(r)|dr. We attribute these differences to negligible numerical
fluctuations in the spin densities. Hence, the changes of the
total magnetization among morphologies and sizes cannot be
associated with the appearance of regions with opposite
magnetization.
To understand how the magnetization depends on the local

geometry, we have investigated the distance distribution of first
and second nearest neighbors of each vertex and subvertex, as
illustrated in Figure 4. In panel b of Figure 4, for Pt147 and Pt309
and all of the considered geometrical motifs, we tabulate the

relative distortion with respect to the bulk lattice parameter of
the average bond length between vertex and subvertex;
subvertex and subsub-vertex (core); the average first NN
distances around vertex and subvertex, respectively; the average
distance between vertex and its second neighbors lying on the
subshell, on the (111) and, if it is the case, on (100) facets,
respectively. For the decahedral shapes, characterized by two
nonequivalent vertexes, one lying on a 5-fold axes and the other
shared by (100)/(111) facets, we report the range of possible
values. All of the geometries exhibit a contraction of the first
NN distance with respect to the bulk value. We observe a
stronger compression along the radial direction core−
subvertex−vertex (labeled SV and V in Figure 4, respectively),
than in the intrashell directions. A high aTM is observed in all
the clusters having a large discrepancy between the radial and
intrashell contractions of the first shell of neighbors. This
justifies the retention by the vertexes of the extra charge likely
in the majority spin population, which is at the origin of a finite
magnetic moment. A further look at the CO147 reveals that the
intrashell and the intershell separations are indeed equally
shortened with respect to their bulk value. These similar
distortions result in the inability of the vertexes to retain the
extra charge, reducing the effective magnetism in CO147 as
reported in Figure 2. Quantitatively, the vanishing aTM is
justified by the fact that for CO147, CL

↑ ≃ CL↓ (as can be seen
from Figure 2) and AP ≃ 0. Moreover, the second NN
distances between vertex and (111) facet atoms are always
elongated, leading to a reduction of the intrashell charge
transfer. This effect can further enhance the majority/minority
band splitting. On the other hand, in CO and Dh, it is partially
compensated because the bond-length of vertexes with their
second neighbors lying on (100) facets is contracted.
To summarize, spin-polarized density functional simulations

are carried out to calculate the total magnetization of
crystallographic and noncrystallographic Pt nanoparticles for
sizes up to 309 atoms. It is observed that an enhanced
magnetism appears especially for large (above 100 atoms)
icosahedral Pt clusters, while in cuboctahedra and FCC-like the
average magnetization has an almost flat behavior from 36 to
309 atoms (with the notable exception of 147) and in
decahedral it peaks at small sizes and then rapidly decreases.
Through a Bader estimate of the effective atomic charges, we
have found that the atomic magnetic properties of PtN, where N
is the number of the atoms in the cluster, are ruled mainly by an
Heisenberg interatomic contribution as the total charge loss is
not vanishing. This effect is related to a net charge transfer
between subvertexes (donors) and vertexes (acceptors), and it
is strongly influenced by the local geometrical environment
associated, in particular, with the contraction of the intershell
distance between the two uppermost layers and the elongation
of the second nearest neighbor distances between vertexes and
(111) atoms. The presence of (100) facets seems instead to
reduce the ability of the vertexes to retain the extra charge.
Although an extension across the periodic table is beyond the
scope of this paper, we believe that the role of subvertexes as
donors, vertexes as acceptors, and the appearance of an
interatomic charge transfer from the sub- toward the outer-shell
to be generic as due to contraction/elongation of first and
second neighbor distances and the presence of (100) facets. We
hope that this work will boost further experimental and
theoretical investigations aimed at showing how the morphol-
ogy might influence the physical properties at the nanoscale.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic network of NN average distance of vertex (V)
and subvertex (SV). Double arrows stand for atoms lying on different
shells, while single arrow refers to atoms lying on the same shell.
Schematic second NN network around V: toward (111) surface atoms,
common for both Ih and CO; atoms belonging to (100) facets, only
for CO. Also shown is a color code to easily identify the nature of the
arrow. (b) Taking the DFT bulk lattice parameter as reference, the
Table reports the relative distortion of the first NN distances: core−
SV, SV−V, V-intrashell, SV-intrashell; and the second NN distances:
V-sub shell (SS), V-(111), and V-(100) for the considered shapes at
147 and 309 atoms. A positive (negative) value corresponds to a
contraction (elongation).
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significant magnetization. The CO shape instead shows a more
varied behavior; see Figure 2a. For CO55 and CO309 there is a
peak of AP in the subshell and some remnant AP at the
vertexes; also charge is transferred from the core and subshells
to the surface. At both sizes there is a similar magnetization per
atom. For CO147, on the other hand, the AP is almost vanishing
for each shell, and more significantly the magnetization
essentially disappears. We should add that, in all our
calculations, we observe a discrepancy as tiny as a small
fraction of a Bohr magneton per atom between the total and
absolute magnetization, the latter being defined as ∫ |n↑(r) −
n↓(r)|dr. We attribute these differences to negligible numerical
fluctuations in the spin densities. Hence, the changes of the
total magnetization among morphologies and sizes cannot be
associated with the appearance of regions with opposite
magnetization.
To understand how the magnetization depends on the local

geometry, we have investigated the distance distribution of first
and second nearest neighbors of each vertex and subvertex, as
illustrated in Figure 4. In panel b of Figure 4, for Pt147 and Pt309
and all of the considered geometrical motifs, we tabulate the

relative distortion with respect to the bulk lattice parameter of
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distance between vertex and its second neighbors lying on the
subshell, on the (111) and, if it is the case, on (100) facets,
respectively. For the decahedral shapes, characterized by two
nonequivalent vertexes, one lying on a 5-fold axes and the other
shared by (100)/(111) facets, we report the range of possible
values. All of the geometries exhibit a contraction of the first
NN distance with respect to the bulk value. We observe a
stronger compression along the radial direction core−
subvertex−vertex (labeled SV and V in Figure 4, respectively),
than in the intrashell directions. A high aTM is observed in all
the clusters having a large discrepancy between the radial and
intrashell contractions of the first shell of neighbors. This
justifies the retention by the vertexes of the extra charge likely
in the majority spin population, which is at the origin of a finite
magnetic moment. A further look at the CO147 reveals that the
intrashell and the intershell separations are indeed equally
shortened with respect to their bulk value. These similar
distortions result in the inability of the vertexes to retain the
extra charge, reducing the effective magnetism in CO147 as
reported in Figure 2. Quantitatively, the vanishing aTM is
justified by the fact that for CO147, CL

↑ ≃ CL↓ (as can be seen
from Figure 2) and AP ≃ 0. Moreover, the second NN
distances between vertex and (111) facet atoms are always
elongated, leading to a reduction of the intrashell charge
transfer. This effect can further enhance the majority/minority
band splitting. On the other hand, in CO and Dh, it is partially
compensated because the bond-length of vertexes with their
second neighbors lying on (100) facets is contracted.
To summarize, spin-polarized density functional simulations

are carried out to calculate the total magnetization of
crystallographic and noncrystallographic Pt nanoparticles for
sizes up to 309 atoms. It is observed that an enhanced
magnetism appears especially for large (above 100 atoms)
icosahedral Pt clusters, while in cuboctahedra and FCC-like the
average magnetization has an almost flat behavior from 36 to
309 atoms (with the notable exception of 147) and in
decahedral it peaks at small sizes and then rapidly decreases.
Through a Bader estimate of the effective atomic charges, we
have found that the atomic magnetic properties of PtN, where N
is the number of the atoms in the cluster, are ruled mainly by an
Heisenberg interatomic contribution as the total charge loss is
not vanishing. This effect is related to a net charge transfer
between subvertexes (donors) and vertexes (acceptors), and it
is strongly influenced by the local geometrical environment
associated, in particular, with the contraction of the intershell
distance between the two uppermost layers and the elongation
of the second nearest neighbor distances between vertexes and
(111) atoms. The presence of (100) facets seems instead to
reduce the ability of the vertexes to retain the extra charge.
Although an extension across the periodic table is beyond the
scope of this paper, we believe that the role of subvertexes as
donors, vertexes as acceptors, and the appearance of an
interatomic charge transfer from the sub- toward the outer-shell
to be generic as due to contraction/elongation of first and
second neighbor distances and the presence of (100) facets. We
hope that this work will boost further experimental and
theoretical investigations aimed at showing how the morphol-
ogy might influence the physical properties at the nanoscale.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic network of NN average distance of vertex (V)
and subvertex (SV). Double arrows stand for atoms lying on different
shells, while single arrow refers to atoms lying on the same shell.
Schematic second NN network around V: toward (111) surface atoms,
common for both Ih and CO; atoms belonging to (100) facets, only
for CO. Also shown is a color code to easily identify the nature of the
arrow. (b) Taking the DFT bulk lattice parameter as reference, the
Table reports the relative distortion of the first NN distances: core−
SV, SV−V, V-intrashell, SV-intrashell; and the second NN distances:
V-sub shell (SS), V-(111), and V-(100) for the considered shapes at
147 and 309 atoms. A positive (negative) value corresponds to a
contraction (elongation).
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significant magnetization. The CO shape instead shows a more
varied behavior; see Figure 2a. For CO55 and CO309 there is a
peak of AP in the subshell and some remnant AP at the
vertexes; also charge is transferred from the core and subshells
to the surface. At both sizes there is a similar magnetization per
atom. For CO147, on the other hand, the AP is almost vanishing
for each shell, and more significantly the magnetization
essentially disappears. We should add that, in all our
calculations, we observe a discrepancy as tiny as a small
fraction of a Bohr magneton per atom between the total and
absolute magnetization, the latter being defined as ∫ |n↑(r) −
n↓(r)|dr. We attribute these differences to negligible numerical
fluctuations in the spin densities. Hence, the changes of the
total magnetization among morphologies and sizes cannot be
associated with the appearance of regions with opposite
magnetization.
To understand how the magnetization depends on the local

geometry, we have investigated the distance distribution of first
and second nearest neighbors of each vertex and subvertex, as
illustrated in Figure 4. In panel b of Figure 4, for Pt147 and Pt309
and all of the considered geometrical motifs, we tabulate the

relative distortion with respect to the bulk lattice parameter of
the average bond length between vertex and subvertex;
subvertex and subsub-vertex (core); the average first NN
distances around vertex and subvertex, respectively; the average
distance between vertex and its second neighbors lying on the
subshell, on the (111) and, if it is the case, on (100) facets,
respectively. For the decahedral shapes, characterized by two
nonequivalent vertexes, one lying on a 5-fold axes and the other
shared by (100)/(111) facets, we report the range of possible
values. All of the geometries exhibit a contraction of the first
NN distance with respect to the bulk value. We observe a
stronger compression along the radial direction core−
subvertex−vertex (labeled SV and V in Figure 4, respectively),
than in the intrashell directions. A high aTM is observed in all
the clusters having a large discrepancy between the radial and
intrashell contractions of the first shell of neighbors. This
justifies the retention by the vertexes of the extra charge likely
in the majority spin population, which is at the origin of a finite
magnetic moment. A further look at the CO147 reveals that the
intrashell and the intershell separations are indeed equally
shortened with respect to their bulk value. These similar
distortions result in the inability of the vertexes to retain the
extra charge, reducing the effective magnetism in CO147 as
reported in Figure 2. Quantitatively, the vanishing aTM is
justified by the fact that for CO147, CL

↑ ≃ CL↓ (as can be seen
from Figure 2) and AP ≃ 0. Moreover, the second NN
distances between vertex and (111) facet atoms are always
elongated, leading to a reduction of the intrashell charge
transfer. This effect can further enhance the majority/minority
band splitting. On the other hand, in CO and Dh, it is partially
compensated because the bond-length of vertexes with their
second neighbors lying on (100) facets is contracted.
To summarize, spin-polarized density functional simulations

are carried out to calculate the total magnetization of
crystallographic and noncrystallographic Pt nanoparticles for
sizes up to 309 atoms. It is observed that an enhanced
magnetism appears especially for large (above 100 atoms)
icosahedral Pt clusters, while in cuboctahedra and FCC-like the
average magnetization has an almost flat behavior from 36 to
309 atoms (with the notable exception of 147) and in
decahedral it peaks at small sizes and then rapidly decreases.
Through a Bader estimate of the effective atomic charges, we
have found that the atomic magnetic properties of PtN, where N
is the number of the atoms in the cluster, are ruled mainly by an
Heisenberg interatomic contribution as the total charge loss is
not vanishing. This effect is related to a net charge transfer
between subvertexes (donors) and vertexes (acceptors), and it
is strongly influenced by the local geometrical environment
associated, in particular, with the contraction of the intershell
distance between the two uppermost layers and the elongation
of the second nearest neighbor distances between vertexes and
(111) atoms. The presence of (100) facets seems instead to
reduce the ability of the vertexes to retain the extra charge.
Although an extension across the periodic table is beyond the
scope of this paper, we believe that the role of subvertexes as
donors, vertexes as acceptors, and the appearance of an
interatomic charge transfer from the sub- toward the outer-shell
to be generic as due to contraction/elongation of first and
second neighbor distances and the presence of (100) facets. We
hope that this work will boost further experimental and
theoretical investigations aimed at showing how the morphol-
ogy might influence the physical properties at the nanoscale.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic network of NN average distance of vertex (V)
and subvertex (SV). Double arrows stand for atoms lying on different
shells, while single arrow refers to atoms lying on the same shell.
Schematic second NN network around V: toward (111) surface atoms,
common for both Ih and CO; atoms belonging to (100) facets, only
for CO. Also shown is a color code to easily identify the nature of the
arrow. (b) Taking the DFT bulk lattice parameter as reference, the
Table reports the relative distortion of the first NN distances: core−
SV, SV−V, V-intrashell, SV-intrashell; and the second NN distances:
V-sub shell (SS), V-(111), and V-(100) for the considered shapes at
147 and 309 atoms. A positive (negative) value corresponds to a
contraction (elongation).
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Figure 12: Top: Infrared absorption of each minimum structure. Middle: Infrared absorption
of each minimum structure for every normal mode. Bottom: Values of the frequency for
every normal mode for each minimum structure.
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the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is a significant parameter
in terms of the electronic stability and for optical properties of
metallic clusters. We have applied a DSCF method to calculate
the HL-gap, which is reported in Fig. 5, for the pure cases and for
different chemical compositions, namely gold at 25%, 50% and
75%. Using the DSCF method within standard DFT calculations,
we found that the HL-gap of pure clusters is considerably large
for hollow symmetric cages, as the empty truncated octahedron
and the fullerene cage, as high as 3.9–4.1 eV. This is in agree-
ment with recent GW calculations proposed by Umari and
coworkers.38 There, they have shown that the quasi-particle
gap is 4.5 eV for Au20 and 3.9 eV for Au32.38

In the golden fullerene, a large band gap should be expected
due to its spherical aromaticity (2(N + 1)2) as discussed in
ref. 44. A low symmetry cage as the ‘‘worm’’ shows a HL-gap of
3.1–3.3 eV, while lump, compact shapes the gap is from 2.6 to
2.9 eV. In the case of nanoalloys, we have limited our analysis to
AuCu and AuAg clusters with an Au concentration of 25%, 50%
and 75% and we have considered only the best chemical
pattern for each geometrical motifs. We should notice that
doping has a very little effect on the gap, while it depends
strongly on the geometry, where open motifs have a consis-
tently wider gap than the decahedral or poly-icosahedral ones.

A doped Au–fullerene cage shows a gap between 3.6–3.8 eV for
both AuCu and AuAg. The worm gap is slightly more affected by
the doping and the gap is between 3.1 and 3.7 eV. On the other
hand, incomplete Dh has a 2.7–3.1 eV gap.

Further, we would like to discuss the values of the first
ionization potential, as reported in Table 1 for the elemental
noble metal clusters and in Fig. 6 for the binary cases. The bulk
values are 7.7 eV, 7.6 eV and 9.2 eV, respectively, for Cu, Ag and Au.
In the case of pure metals, it is clear that the IP is dramatically lower
than the corresponding bulk value. The ionization potential depends
little on the geometrical shape, with a minimum for the hDh, 5.2 for
Ag, 5.4 eV for Cu and 6.5 for Au, and a peak for the truncated
octahedral cage, 6.1 for Ag, 6.4 for Cu 7.3 eV for Au. For the
nanoalloys, the first IP increases as the gold concentration increases,
with a maximum for the fullerenic cage – between 6.4–6.7 eV – and a
minimum for the incomplete decahedron at 5.6 eV for both Au8Cu24

and Au8Ag24. As far as we can see, the specific chemical ordering
pattern should affect little the optical properties of these small
nanoalloys, in qualitative agreement with time-dependent DFT
calculations.45

4 Conclusions
A new and low symmetry hollow/worm structure has been
found by means of density-functional-theory simulations for
pure Ag and AuAg at 32 atoms. At all compositions, the worm
and the fullerene cages are in close competition. Generally
speaking, fully intermixed structures are preferred, however,

Fig. 4 Golden line decoration on silver cages, worm (left) and fullerene
(right). Silver are in grey and gold in yellow.

Fig. 5 HL gap in eV calculated using theDSCF method for different geometries
and for pure and mixed systems. The first three group of the histrogram refers to
the pure case. The 4th to 6th group to the AuCu and the last to AgAu. In the
nanoalloys, the Au concentration increases from 25%, to 50% and then 75%.
Different colours refer to the various geometries considered. Hollow cages:
worm (blue), fullerene (green), empty pancake (purple), and empty TO (grey).
Lump shapes: hDh (yellow) and polyIh (red).

Table 1 First ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA) in eV for the
pure noble metal clusters

Worm Fullerene hDh polyIh

Pure Au
IP 6.48 7.02 6.52 6.80
EA 3.37 2.98 3.58 3.89

Pure Cu
IP 5.74 6.30 5.43 5.77
EA 2.65 2.45 2.54 2.97

Pure Ag
IP 5.74 6.03 5.19 5.54
EA 2.41 2.15 2.53 2.91

Fig. 6 First ionization potential in eV for pure and mixed clusters, colour
scheme as in Fig. 5.
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Amazingly fluxional

Different time scale 
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Nanoparticles-by-design

Size
Materials (composition/ordering)
Structure-property relationship
Stability & Formation process

Instead, the cluster formed under a coalescence process evolved with a core-shell pattern with

platinum at the core and silver at the surface. Contrarily to the growth process, here can be

identified a consistent partition of chemical species with platinum until 1nm and silver between

1nm and 1.2nm. Between 0.4nm and 1nm there is a mixing between platinum and silver atoms, but

platinum has a majority oscillating between 80% and 100%. This is due to the high level  of

segregation of silver which at this size and temperature let the platinum atoms to diffuse internally

reaching the core. However, a higher level of segregation has been achieved with coalescence

rather than growth.

Ag147_Pt201

100K

Figure 25: Growth process.                                                              Figure 26: Coalescence process.

The system further increased in size. The geometry is amorphous for the cluster subject to a

growth process, while coalescence is not activated so the initial clusters partially maintained their

shape. However, an attempt from silver to surround platinum can be noticed. The excess energies

of the clusters can be found below:

N. △(N) Growth 100K △(N) Coal. 100K

1 0.93 eV 1.86 eV

2 0.97 eV 1.93 eV

3 0.99 eV 1.91 eV

4 1.14 eV 2.02 eV

Figure 27: value of the excess energy of Ag147_Pt201 system for both growth and coalescence-

It  can  be  seen  that  the  cluster  which  undergo  a  growth  process  achieved  a  more  stable

configuration with an average excess energy of 1.03 eV, while the other cluster has an average

excess energy of 1.94 eV. The radial distribution function for the cluster formed by the growth

process can be found below:

Figure 36: values of excess energy for Ag201_Pt201 for both growth and coalescence.

Again, the most stable configuration at 100K has been reached through a growth process with an

average excess energy of 1.12 eV, while the average excess energy achieved through coalescence is

2.05 eV. The radial distribution function of the cluster formed by the growth process can be found

below:

                                                                        Ag%

                        Figure 37: radial distribution function for Ag201_Pt201 for growth process.

The emerging pattern from the graph above is a core-shell arrangement with silver at the core and

platinum at the surface. This is the reversed situation of the system Ag147_Pt201 where platinum

is at the core.

500K

Figure 38: Growth process.                                                                   Figure 39: Coalescence process.

It can be seen that the cluster subject to growth has an amorphous geometry, while the other 

cluster presents a high percentage of (4,2,1) signature, similar to coalescence of Ag147_Pt201 at 

500K. The percentage of grain boundaries in the bulk is in fact approximately 55%. Therefore, it 

can be said that the shape is half crystalline and half amorphous. Below the values of the excess 

energies for both processes are reported:

Coalescence Ag147 Pt201 and Ag201Pt201

Preliminary results

Baletto, JPCM (2019)
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Conclusion
In conclusion, we studied the solid-liquid and liquid-solid phase change in a CuPt nanoalloy by two synergic 
computational tools, iterative Molecular Dynamics and Nested Sampling. We observed that the hysteresis in 
the caloric curve gradually narrows slowing the heating/cooling rate, λ, and closes when λ is less than 108 K/s, 
providing an estimate of the phase change temperature, Tpc, of 970 K ± 25 K. This result serves as an indirect 
proof that the itMD procedure employed to model nanoparticles freezing and melting can reproduce the 
quasi-thermodynamical limit, estimated to be 965 ± 10 K by NS calculations for Cu162Pt147. The closure of the 
hysteresis is rationalised in terms of the similar phase change mechanism occurring during the solidification and 
the liquefaction transitions, with no evidence of surface pre-melting or inner core initial nucleation.

The variety of shapes sampled after nucleation is classified into three families close-packed, decahedral 
and icosahedral, following a novel scheme, based on Steinhardt’s bond order parameters and the orientation 
of local atomic arrangements. This new scheme allows an intuitive visualisation of closed-shell, crystalline, 
low-symmetric, and exotic structures in reference onto the 2D-projection of a giant icosahedron. Our work might 
shed lights on the generation of twinned morphologies, the appearance of structural heterogeneity and how 
a thermodynamic control can be exploited for the rational design of nanoalloys. Indeed, we find that, during 
nucleation, Ih are the most abundant shapes with only a weak dependence of the morphological distribution on 
kinetic factors, tunable by λ. Nonetheless, λ affects considerably the structural evolution of nanoalloys below the 
nucleation temperature, with shape fluctuations observable within few tens of nanoseconds in the 750–950 K tem-
perature range, and above the hundreds of nanoseconds for lower temperatures. The competition among various 
structural basins just below Tpc, suggests high activation energy barrier for solid-to-solid transitions leading to 
very heterogeneous samples with diverse structural, and hence physicochemical, properties, that must be reck-
oned to tailor nanoalloys for target advanced applications.

Figure 5. Radial distribution of atoms around the centre-of-mass as a function of temperature. The top two 
panel shows an example itMD run with a λ = 109 K/s for melting and freezing, respectively, while the bottom 
panel shows the results from NS calculations. The left hand side panels show the overall distribution of atoms, 
while the right hand side figures show the relative occurrence of Cu atoms within the cluster. The estimated 
phase change temperatures are marked by arrows for reference.

Figure 2. Caloric curves for the nucleation of a Cu162Pt147 liquid droplet: scattered points and filled circles refer to the itMD
data averaged as discussed in the text, lines are guides to the eye only. Colours refer to l , where a lighter blue tone corresponds
to faster rate. NS results are shown by black and white dashed lines, and they should be considered as quasi-thermodynamic
limit for that system.

Results and Discussions
To unravel the kinetic effects in phase change processes of Cu162Pt147, we analyse the caloric curves during nucleation as
obtained from itMD and NS simulations, shown in Figure 2. Here we plot the excess energy DE(T ), calculated as the energy
difference between the bulk and an equivalent number of atoms in their homo-metallic bulk counterparts, normalised with
respect to the volume-surface contribution:

DE(T ) = (Etot � (NCuECu
coh +NPtEPt

coh))/(N
Cu +NPt)2/3, (1)

where Etot is the total energy of the system, NCu and NPt are the number of Cu and Pt atoms in the cluster, and ECu
coh = 3.65 eV

and EPt
coh = 5.84 eV are the bulk cohesive energies.While solid and liquid states are detected by the evolution of structural order

parameters such as pair correlation, root-mean square displacement, common neighbour analysis, and bond-order parameters
-as reported in SI- the estimate of the phase change temperature, Tpc is accomplished by fitting splines on the caloric curve,
DE(T ), and identifying the inflection points. In the NS framework, Tpc is estimated to be 965±10 K, and it can be considered
as the quasi-thermodynamic limit. Per each l in itMD simulation, we calculate the cluster instantaneous temperature and
excess energy and we report their average over the ensemble of our independent simulations (scattered points in Figure 2).
Successively we sum all the points corresponding to the same temperature interval (Dt long) and we average over that time
(filled circles in Figure 2). The error on ensemble and time averaged T and DE are almost negligible, except for DE in the phase
change region (as discussed in SI). In the case of freezing itMD, depending on the cooling rate, the nucleation temperature
shifts from Tpc=888 K (l = 25 K/1 ns) to Tpc=975 K (l = 25 K/250 ns), the latter falling within the NS prediction.

All solidified structures found by NS and a sample of a different temperature per itMD run, for a total of a minimum of
one hundred per rate, are characterised according to our novel taxonomy tool. Table 1 summarises the structural population
distributions right below the freezing point following a itMD or NS procedure. Both methods agree that more than the 80%
of the nucleated structures show a twinned motif, with a minority of Dh, and only the 20% corresponds to Cp. The larger
proportion of Ih over Dh clusters in itMD with respect to NS calculations suggests the presence of kinetic effects related to
the formation of surface defects, including islands on hcp sites, or of shorter five-fold axis. Nonetheless, we note that the
occurrence of the morphological groups is not excessively influenced by l during itMD cooling simulations. Our general
observations on the morphology of solidified clusters as both arising from NS and itMD, are the following.

When more than one five-fold axis is present within the cluster, they are always arranged so that the angles between them
are approximately 60�65�, close to the reference value in a perfect icosahedron (63.43�). The intersection of those axes can,
eventually, lie outside the cluster (see SI). A large number of configurations with three or more five-fold axes, form triangles and
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Figure 4. Melting caloric curve the previously solidified Cu162Pt147 by itMD, scattered points and filled circles as in Fig. 2.
Colours refer to l , where a lighter red tone corresponds to faster rate. NS results (black and white dashed lines) are reported as
reference point. The inset shows the temperature-width, between the highest temperature at which the cluster is always solid
during heating, Tm, and T f , the lowest temperature at which nanoalloys are liquid during cooling, against l .

then ten times longer below this range.
TO understand the nature of the hysteresis in the caloric curve we reverse the itMD procedure to melt the nanosystem again.

When the ensemble of BMNAs found at the end of each itMD freezing run is heated up back to be a liquid droplet, we observe
that the hysteresis in the caloric curve depends only on the chosen l , as reported in Figure 4. As the latter is reduced, the
melting-freezing caloric curve hysteresis becomes considerably narrower: while l = 25⇥109 K/s shows a 160 K difference
between the freezing and melting temperatures, it is of 80 K with l = 5⇥109 K/s and less than 15 K at l = 108K/s , suggesting
a closure of the gap at even slower rates. We stress that for this l value, above 1000 K, Cu162Pt147 is always liquid while below
950 K is only solid. We expect at such small sizes a smooth-transition, and we claim that the temperature range where the
phase change happens is between 950 K and 1000 K, independently of the initial shape. If we take as before the inflection
points, the itMD estimate for the phase change of Cu162Pt147 is 970 K, in very good agreement with NS.

Analysing the temperature dependence of the atomic radial distribution from the centre-of-mass of each nanoparticle,
as reported in Figure 5 left panel, for representative NS, itMD freezing, itMD melting, respectively, we can elucidate the
mechanism throughout phase changes take place. At temperatures close to the critical one, both the surface and the inner
layers of the cluster simultaneously show regions with liquid-like and a solid-like arrangement, with the interface between the
two regions being either curved or flat (see SI). This observation suggests the absence of surface pre-melting or inner core
solidification. Previous works on smaller (55 atoms) or considerably larger (1000-10000 atoms) mono-metallic systems28, 31

shown that if the kinetics of the phase transition is different, for example, melting starts at the surface, while freezing takes
place through the nucleation of a solid seed in the inner layers of the cluster, the hysteresis cannot be overcome by tuning
the heating rate. Our results demonstrate that Cu162Pt147 have the same mechanisms for solid to liquid and liquid to solid
transitions, and do not necessarily display a hysteresis between the melting and the freezing curves. This finding is in very good
agreement with the size-behaviour expected in Ag nanoparticles which predicts the formation of a quasi-liquid layer, or, more in
general, a surface pre-melting only at sizes larger than several nanometers.55, 56 Similarly, we can think that the interface energy
required to create a quasi-liquid layer in 1-2.5 nm CuPt nanoparticles could be too big. Hence, the melting and the solidification
follow the same mechanism and the associated phase change temperature coincides, in the condition that they proceed slowly
enough. We would like to remark that comparing NS data, which provide an estimate at the quasi-thermodynamic limit, and
MD simulations for the first time we have estimated this time scale to be 1 K/ns.

When probing the temperature evolution of the chemical radial distribution function, as in Figure 5 right panel, we identify
an onion-shell elemental distribution, both according to itMD and NS calculations: the outermost shell contains two thirds of the
total copper population; the subsurface is Pt-rich (hitting the ⇠ 80%); the third and fourth layers have a 60% of Cu and 40% Pt,
respectively. This onion-shell chemical ordering is preserved above the melting point and high temperature NS configurations
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Rossi et al., SR (2018)

Cu162Pt147
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Table 5.1 Percentages of the three morphological families as found in itMD freezing sim-
ulations at different l and NS, taken just below Tpc. The itMD occurence corresponds to
temperatures at 700 K, below which no morphological changes are observed, and they are
averaged over all the 25 independent runs. The nested sampling percentages are reported for
the two runs exploring all basins.

l (109 K/s ) Ih Dh Cp
10 75 7 18
1 73 10 17
5 69 12 19

10 75 14 11
25 72 8 20

NS (850-900K) 58 18 24
NS (850-900K) 54 22 24

When more than one five-fold axis is present within the nanoparticle, they are positioned
so that the angles among them are approximately 60� 65�, near the reference value in a
perfect icosahedron (63.43�). The axes intersection may also lie outside the nanoparticle.
A large portion of structures with more than two five-fold axes present them in a triangular
or tetrahedral arrangement, matching what found in Ref. [112, 113], but never parallel one
another, as instead found in Au923 [114, 115] - behaviour possibly ascribed to the three times
smaller size of the nanoparticles under investigation. If three or more five-fold axes intersect
in different points, the so formed triangles have an 8-9 atoms long edge, while tetrahedra
edges consist of 5 (as in a perfect Ih of 309 atoms) or 6 atoms. Dh structures generally have
their five-fold axis off-centre, and possibly also at the very surface of the nanoparticle, with a
virtual column of atoms completing the 5-fold symmetry. In the absence of five-fold axis, the
nanoparticle shows 8 or 9 close-packed layers, both hcp or fcc, in comparison, a perfect Co
of 309 atoms presents 9 fcc layers. During the nucleation of a Cp motif, kinetic contributions
may be significant, the ratio of hcp to total layers in fact decreases from 50% to 33% when l
decreases, matching the NS predictions of fcc layers occurrence in the 50%-70% range.

Contrasting itMD structures sampled at same temperatures but for different observation
time scales, we can estimate the characteristic time for shape rearrangements in a CuPt309

nanoparticles. For cooling rates faster than 108 K/ns the landscape explored consists of a
single basin also just below the solidification temperature, corresponding to the absence of
accessible morphological structural transitions. At l = 108 K/s, the itMD trajectory instead
probes multiple basins for temperatures below melting and up to 780 K. After the latter, the

itMD vs nested Sampling
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Characterisation, classification

Number of atoms/Mass     = 561
Radius of gyration = 2.612 nm 
Deformation parameter = 1.34/1.2/1.25

561
2.526 nm
1.13/1.24/1.30
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Figure 5.5 Average pair distance distribution function of Pt nanoparticles of different shapes
and sizes (489 to 976) at 900 K and 1500 K. The top right corner of each subfigure shows the
solid structure and an example snapshot of structures observed at 1500 K in the same system.

5.2 On the structure of melted and solid nanoparticles 107

Figure 5.4 Average pair distance distribution function of Pt nanoparticles of different shapes
and sizes (146 to 434) at 900 K and 1500 K. The top right corner of each subfigure shows the
solid structure and an example snapshot of structures observed at 1500 K in the same system.

K. Rossi in preparation
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5.2.3 Size-dependent melting phase change temperatures

The data gathered offers a platform to infer relationships between the number of atoms
in the system, and the melting point of Cu, Ag, Au, Pt nanoparticles. An inverse relation
between size and temperature, regardless of system composition, is inferred from Figure
5.9 where the Tmelt of each system is reported against their size. We thus fit against the
numerical data the following two parameters Gibbs-Thomson like equation by the least
square method: Tmelt = b+ a/N3. A quite accurate fitting is observed, especially for Au,
Ag, and Pt. Interestingly, the infinite number of atoms limit melting temperature (i.e. the b
parameter) resulting from this model does not correspond to the bulk one. As recapped in
Table 5.2, melting temperatures smaller by at least 200 K are in fact predicted. The potentials
employed in this study are fit to thermodynamical properties of bulk materials. Hence they
provide quite accurate estimates of the bulk melting point.[74] Their possible low accuracy
thus should not be invoked to rationalize the observed trends.

Table 5.2 Infinite size limit temperature predicted for nanoparticles of Pt, Cu, Ag, Au, and
their corresponding bulk melting temperature.

Pt Cu Ag Au
b 1843 1055 1028 962

Tbulk
m [118] 2041 1357 1234 1337

Figure 5.9 Size-dependent melting temperatures of Ag (top-left), Au (top-right), Pt (bottom-
left), and Cu (bottom-right) nanoparticles. Fitted curves follow the equation Tmelt = b+a/N3.

Similar behavior Cu, Ag, Au, 150-976

Pt
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of nanoarchitectures for a target application, while also
accounting for the effect of thermally activated structural
rearrangements, diffusion, and morphological heterogeneity
in a sample. The application of our approach to probe the catalytic
properties of low-symmetry nanoarchitectures observed at non-
magic sizes or following thermally driven surface roughening is
indeed also discussed in the manuscript.

As a paradigmatic key study, we focus on the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR). The latter is the sluggish electro-
chemical process occurring at the cathode and it is regarded as
one of the bottlenecks for a wide range of proton exchange
membrane fuel cells. It has been shown that Pt nanoparticles
can enhance this reaction,19,20 but we are still far from improv-
ing its efficiency by B30%, the target which would make such
fuel cells economically competitive against today engines.21 After
the chemisorption of molecular oxygen, the ORR involves many
intermediates – e.g. O2 splitting, OOH or OH formation, which
lead to the formation of water. State-of-the-art ab initio calcula-
tions demonstrated that the generalised coordination number
is a powerful descriptor to predict the adsorption energy of
oxygenated molecules on gas phase Pt22–25 and oxide supported
PtNi26,27 nanoparticles: there exists a linear relationship between
the binding energy of ORR intermediates at the adsorption site
and the corresponding GCN value, i.e. the bonding weakens
when increasing the coordination of the active site.22,23,26,28

Following the screening of structures commonly observed in
experiments, we predict Pt stellated twinned decahedra, elon-
gated along their five-fold axes, as the best morphology for ORR,
between 2 and 9 nm. Our predictions are in very good agreement
with the recent experimental results that pointed out the
enhanced catalytic activity of complex twinned nanoarchitectures
when compared to standard Pt/C catalysts.29–31

2 Methodology
In parallel to genetics, we associate to each nanoparticle non
equivalent adsorption site (NEAS) a unique tag, e.g. the value of
some geometrical descriptor (GD) that uniquely discriminates
it from the other sites. Each NEAS then corresponds to a gene in
the nanoparticle. In turn, the ensemble of all the kinds of NEAS
a nanoparticle shows, determines its fingerprint. Conversely,
the nanoparticle genome collects the full catalogue of the
adsorption sites it presents, together with their occurrence.
The catalytic properties of a nanoparticle can be thus predicted
from its genome when the NEASs are distinguished by a proper
descriptor, which uniquely and accurately maps the catalytic
and geometric properties of any adsorption site.

The prediction of the catalytic properties of a nanoparticle
by means of a geometrical analysis finds an accurate result only
upon the suitable choice of geometrical descriptor. Trivially,
sites with different catalytic properties should be uniquely
mapped to different GD values. The necessary condition is that
the descriptor correctly classifies all the different nanoparticle
adsorption sites, as a function of its size and shape. Indeed,
gathering information from the local properties of each active

site will in turn allow rationalisation of the global catalytic
activity of the mNPs as a function of their size and shape.
To exemplify the importance of an accurate GD choice, Fig. 1
presents the classification of the atop adsorption sites – when
the ad-molecule interacts with one metallic atom, sitting
‘‘atop’’ of it – of an octahedron of 344 atoms according to their
nominal and generalized coordination.

For the case of the electrochemical reduction of oxygen and
carbon dioxide, which involves the atop adsorption of OH, O,
and CO, the generalized coordination number, GCN, has been
proven to be a robust descriptor both on monometallic and
bimetallic nanoparticles, supported and in the gas-phase, although
still in need of confirmation for ternary alloys.22–27,32,33

For an atop site i, GCNi is calculated as the sum of the
coordination number CNj of each j nearest-neighbour of the
underneath metallic atom, normalized with respect to the bulk
coordination CNmax, 12 in the case of face centered cubic lattices:

GCNi ¼
X

j

CNj

CNmax
: (1)

The coordination number of an atom j, CNj, is the number
of metallic atoms lying within a sphere of radius d0 and centred
around it, calculated in an analytic way:

CNj ¼
X

iaj

f rij
! "

; f rij
! "

¼
1 if rij " d0;

0 if rij 4 d0;

(

:

The cut-off distance d0 is set at 1.2 times the bulk nearest
neighbour distance. This is a good choice even during finite
temperature simulations, as it is robust against nearest-
neighbour bond elongations and contraction of the second-
neighbour distances due to the ionic motion.34

As clearly seen in Fig. 1, the details encoded in the GCN-map
allow us to distinguish sites on the vertexes, edges, and facets
close to edges and vertexes from their surface-like counterparts.
Moreover, the GCN formalism can be extended to map bridge
as well as hollow sites, where the CNmax is adjusted to match
the number of neighbours of pairs or triplets of atoms involved
in the adsorption of a molecule. In the bulk, pairs, triplets, and
quartets of atoms have a maximum coordination of CNmax =
18, 22, and 26, respectively.22 Atop, bridge, and hollow sites are
the modes by which a simple ad-molecule interacts with a clean,
metallic surface, as visually depicted in Fig. 2. For molecules

Fig. 1 Colour coded mapping of an atop adsorption site in a regular
octahedron, distinguished according to its nominal (left) and generalised
(right) coordination. Each NEAS GD value is reported at the left of each
structure.
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Fig. 2 Visual representation of the generalized coordination estimate for atop (atop GCN), bridge (bridge GCN) and hollow (hollow GCN) sites onto a

(111) surface. Atoms underneath the site are coloured in red, their first nearest neighbours in light-green, and the nearest neighbours of the latter are

in light-blue, while all the other atoms are in dark blue. Nearest neighbour shells are highlighted by a light-green circle.

onto a nanoparticle, adsorption sites show a different GCN values
depending on their vicinity to edge, corner, vertex, as well as the
dimension and shape of the facet. We stress that thermally ac-
tivated atomic vibrations even at high temperatures do not alter
strongly the definition of a cut-off nearest neighbours distance,
which is robust even in the liquid phase. The calculus of the GCN
over a wide range of temperatures is robust and the estimated
GCN-genome provides information on the appearance of defects,
due to surface peeling and surface reconstructions taking place
at high-T , as they might be characterised by a spreading of GCN
blueprints, e.g. in presence of adatoms and defects, as discussed
later.
It is worth to note that the GCN mapping might fail in encod-
ing a good correlation between geometrical characterisation of
sites and adsorption energies of longer molecule on small clusters,
e.g. ethanol, as the relative position and orientation of the alkyl
group with respect to the nanoparticle could induce non negligi-
ble structural distortions within the cluster that significantly affect
the binding energy of the admolecule and the nanocatalyst. This
might be a size effect35 or a chemical effect due to the Pt-skin
over another metallic core.36

Regarding the rational design of multi-metallic nanoalloys, a
prominent route towards the synthesis of nanocatalysts with be-
spoken catalytic properties and high stability,37,38 let us here re-
mark that the proposed genomic framework is transferable to the
application of any suitable geometrical descriptor in the sequenc-
ing of the adsorption sites on a nanocatalyst. We do not expect
qualitative changes if another descriptor is employed when it sat-
isfies the stated requirements of being sensitive to size, shape
and of being able to classify non-equivalent adsorption sites. For
example, the orbital-wise coordination number10, strain modi-
fied GCN39, effective coordination40, coordination calculated via
exclusion methods41, are among the most notable descriptors
for predicting the catalytic properties of multi-metallic systems,
where the definition of a cut-off distance to estimate the coordi-
nation number of surface atoms may be hindered by the overlap
of the first and second nearest neighbours peaks due to the mis-
match between chemical species. Finally, the strain is often used
to predict the activity of bi- or ternary nanoalloys. This quantity
is defined as the sum of the ratio between the lattice parame-

ter in the nanoparticle and its reference bulk value. Although it
is possible that different shape originate a different strain-map,
it might be challenging to distinguish adsorption modes and to
classify all the various adsorption sites. The use of nanoparticles’
distortion, i.e. a radial breathing, might be included, as in Ref.36.
Nonetheless, ongoing works on the use of the genomic framework
on nanoalloys are out of the aim of this work and will be treated
in dedicated future projects.

3 Results

With a focus on platinum nanoparticles for ORR, we sequence
the NEAS kind and occurrence in different structural motifs com-
monly observed in experiments, as such the cube (Cb), the oc-
tahedron (Oh), its regular truncation (rTo), the cubocathedron
(Co), the icosahedron (Ih), and cuts of a pentagonal bi-pyramid,
in the literature known as the Ino-Decahedra (IDh), and the
Marks-Decahedra (MDh). Far from exhaustive of all available
structural motifs, we believe that the ensemble of morpholo-
gies under scrutiny provides a sufficient structural variety to test
the effectiveness of our approach: the study of the nanoparticle
geometrical genome to predict their catalytic activity. Further-
more, starting from the ideal single motif case, we investigate
also the effect of surface peeling, surface roughening and struc-
tural changes, as well as how the geometrical genome descrip-
tion can be extended to predict the behaviour of morphological
diverse samples.

3.1 Perfect closed-shell nanoparticles as nanocatalysts

Cubic, octahedral, icosahedral, Ino-and Marks-decahedral struc-
tures along side the size evolution of their fingerprint are depicted
in Figure 3.

We observe a general pattern in the size dependent evolution of
the list of NEAS (as distinguished by their GCN) characteristic of
each structure. Independently of the shape and adsorption mode,
we identify three size-regions according to the diameter of the
cluster, dcl , highlighted in the plot in different colours:

• dcl > 3.5 nm, all the considered shapes show a GCN finger-
print which constitutes a distinctive geometrical attribute of
that morphology.
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tectures for a target application, while also accounting for the
effect of thermally activated structural rearrangements, diffusion,
and morphological heterogeneity in a sample. The application of
our approach to probe the catalytic properties of low-symmetry
nanoarchitectures observed at non-magic sizes or following ther-
mally driven surface roughening is indeed also discussed in the
manuscript.

As a paradigmatic key study, we focus on the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR). The latter is the sluggish electrochemical process
occurring at the cathode and regarded as one of the bottlenecks
for a wide spread of proton exchange membrane fuel cells. It has
been shown that Pt nanoparticles can enhance this reaction19,20,
but we are still far from improving its efficiency by ⇠ 30%, the
target which would make such fuel cells economically competi-
tive against today engines.21 After the chemisorption of molecu-
lar oxygen, the ORR involves many intermediates - e.g. O2 split-
ting, OOH or OH formation - which lead to the formation of wa-
ter. State-of-the-art ab� initio calculations demonstrated that the
generalised coordination number is a powerful descriptor to pre-
dict the adsorption energy of oxygenated molecules on gas phase
Pt22–25 and oxide supported PtNi26,27 nanoparticles: there exists
a linear relationship between the binding energy of ORR interme-
diates at the adsorption site and the corresponding GCN value,
i.e. the bonding weakens when increasing the coordination of the
active site.22,23,26,28 Following the screening of structures com-
monly observed in experiments, we predict Pt stellated twinned
decahedra, elongated along their five-fold axes, as the best mor-
phology for ORR between 2-9 nm. Our predictions are in very
good agreement with the recent experimental results that pointed
out the enhanced catalytic activity of complex twinned nanoarchi-
tectures when compared to standard Pt/C catalysts.29–31

2 Methodology

In parallel to genetics, we associate to each nanoparticle non
equivalent adsorption site (NEAS) a unique tag, e.g. the value
of some geometrical descriptor (GD) which uniquely discrimi-
nates it from the other sites. Each NEAS then corresponds to a
gene in the nanoparticle. In turn, the ensemble of all the kind
of NEAS a nanoparticle shows, determines its fingerprint. Con-
versely, the nanoparticle genome collects the full catalogue of the
adsorption sites it presents, together with their occurrence. The
catalytic properties of a nanoparticle can be thus predicted from
their genome when NEAS are distinguished by a proper descrip-
tor, which uniquely and accurately maps catalytic and geometric
properties of any adsorption site.

The prediction of the catalytic properties of a nanoparticle by
means of a geometrical analysis finds an accurate result only
in correspondence of a suitable choice of geometrical descrip-
tor. Trivially, sites with different catalytic properties should be
uniquely mapped to different GD values. The necessary condition
is that the descriptor correctly classifies all the different nanopar-
ticle adsorption sites, as a function of its size and shape. Indeed,
gathering information from the local properties of each active site
will in turn allow to rationalise the mNPs’ global catalytic activity
as a function of its size and shape. To exemplify the importance of
an accurate GD choice, Figure 1 contrasts the classification of the

Fig. 1 Colour coded mapping of atop adsorption site in a regular oc-

tahedron, distinguished according to their nominal (left) and generalised

(right) coordination. Each NEAS GD value is reported at the left of each

structure.

atop adsorption sites -when the ad-molecule interacts with one
metallic atom, sitting "atop" of it- of an octahedron of 344 atoms
according to their nominal and generalized coordination.

For the case of the electrochemical reduction of oxygen and
carbon dioxide, which involve atop adsorption of OH, O, CO, the
generalized coordination number, GCN, has been proven to be a
robust descriptor both on monometallic and bimetallic nanopar-
ticles, supported and in the gas-phase, although still in need of a
confirmation for ternary alloys.22–27,32,33

For an atop site i, GCNi is calculated as the sum of the coordina-
tion number CNj of each the j nearest-neighbour of the under-
neath metallic atom, normalized with respect to the bulk coordi-
nation CNmax, 12 in the case of face centered cubic lattices:

GCNi = Â
j

CNj

CNmax
. (1)

The coordination number of an atom j, CNj, is the number of
metallic atoms lying within a sphere of radius d0 and centred
around it, calculated in an analytic way:

CNj = Â
i 6= j

f (ri j) , f (ri j) =

(
1 if ri j  d0,

0 if ri j > d0, .

The cut-off distance d0 is set at 1.2 times the bulk nearest neigh-
bour distance. This is a good choice even during finite tempera-
tures simulations, as it is robust against nearest-neighbour bond
elongations and contraction of the second-neighbour distances
due to the ionic motion.34

As clearly visible in Figure 1, the details encoded in the GCN-
map allow to distinguish sites on vertex, edge, facets close to
edges and vertexes from their surface-like counterparts. More-
over, the GCN formalism can be extended to map bridge as well
as hollow sites, where CNmax is adjusted to match the number of
neighbours of pairs or triplets of atoms involved in the adsorp-
tion of a molecule. In the bulk, pairs, triplets, and quartets of
atoms have a maximum coordination of CNmax=18, 22, and 26
respectively.22 Atop, bridge, and hollow sites are the modes a
simple ad-molecule interacts onto a clean, metallic surfaces, as
visually depicted in Figure 2. For molecules adsorbed "atop", the
site involves one metallic atom, for a bridge site, the anchor of the
ad-molecule lies between them and, similarly, an hollow site com-
prises three atoms on a (111) or four onto a (100). We note that
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ORR on supported PtNi
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Figure 3: DFT calculated adsorption energy,
Eads (eV) for O2 on CO86 (circle) and TO82

(square) pure Pt (blue), pure Ni (orange) and
on PtNi Ni@I (black) and Sandwich (red) clus-
ters. Results for each site have been then
grouped following the scheme of Figure ??. As
references, the values for adsorption on flat
Pt(111) and stepped Pt(321) taken from Ref.?

are reported as green dotted lines.

bind O2 with Eads < 0.7 eV on TO82 (CO86).
This situation changes when Ni atoms touch the
oxide: both structures display an additional fa-
vorable site, for a total of three sites on TO82

and five on CO86 for O2 adsorption.
A quantitative analysis of the geometrical

strain, induced by a di↵erent chemical com-
position at the interface and by the presence
of the support, can be rationalized in terms of
the generalized coordination number defined as
in Eq. ??. The GCN of same type of adsorp-
tion site may vary largely from one structure
to another depending on the alloying and on
the interaction with the support, leading to im-
portant changes in the final adsorption energy.
The full list of GCN values per each class of ad-
sorption sites is reported in Table S2 in the Sup-
porting Information Section. A scatter diagram
of the adsorption energy versus generalized co-
ordination number is sketched in Figure ??.
Firstly, we can generalized what has been ob-
served for free and pure Pt nanoparticles.?

Indeed, less coordinated sites bind stronger a
molecule even on alloyed and supported clus-
ters. We noticed that an adsorption energy less

Figure 4: Adsorption energy, Eads (eV) vs GCN
for all di↵erent sites on TO82 (top panel) and
CO86 (bottom panel), and for Sandwich (cir-
cles) and Ni@I (square) chemical ordering. Cir-
cle and square symbols are colored according to
Figure ??. The red (green) dashed line refers
to the linear fit for Sandwich (Ni@I) data.

than 0.75 eV is ensured on Sandwich structures
for sites with a GCN > 8 but the same condi-
tion is satisfied when GCN � 7 if we consider a
Ni@I chemical ordering. Looking at the linear
fitting of the calculated adsorption energies, the
dashed lines in Figure ??, it is evident that the
interaction with molecular oxygen is weaker on
CO than TO. The intercept seems to depend
mostly on the chemical composition at the in-
terface instead of the morphology.
Taking into account the GCN values calcu-

lated for pure gas phase nanoparticles,? we can
claim that the oxide support and Ni-alloying
shift the GCN from a 2-7 towards a 5-11 win-
dow, with a net decrease of the O2 adsorption
energy from a 0.5 eV � 2 eV to a 0.18 eV �
1.5 eV range. Considering then our results
and the activity-coordination plot in Ref.,?

although a direct comparison is not straitfor-
ward, PtNi nanoparticles with a diameter of at
least 1.5nm and an engineered chemical inter-
face seem to be very promising nanocatalysts
to improve the sluggish ORR reaction.
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Figure 2: Pt-NPs GCN-genome for various shapes and their corre-
sponding IV curves versus size: Left panel: GCN-genomes for eight Pt-
geometries, at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5 and 7.5 nm diameter. A complete GCN fingerprint
appears above 3.5 nm, while the occurrence of (111) and (100) sites become
predominant only above 5.5 nm. Right panel: Corresponding theoretical I-V
curves calculated at room temperature. Colours stand for NP-morphology: Cu
yellow, To light-brown; Co red; icosahedra (Ih) green; decahedral shape (Dh)
cyan, blue and purple for Ino-Dh (IDh), Marks-Dh (MDh), and Stellated-Dh
(SDh), respectively.
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ORR on Pt-NPs

than the actual ignition potentials, whilst clearly showing the
observed trend with particle size. It can be seen that the onset
potential is shifted to very low potentials for small particle
sizes, but as the particle size increases the onset shifts to
higher potential values, reaching a maximum of approximately

4 nm. This trend is then slightly reversed at even higher parti-
cle sizes (above 4 nm).

It is known that the reduced platinum metal surface is more
active towards the ORR than the oxidized surface. Thus, the
surface oxide once formed becomes an effective poison for
the ORR. This effect can and is often observed as a hysteresis
in the voltammograms of platinum recorded in oxygen-saturat-
ed electrolytes. The increased irreversibility of the surface
oxide formation/reduction is therefore seen to influence the
ORR ignition potential on small Pt particles on carbon.

It should be noted that, to increase the size of the particles
across an individual array, it is necessary to increase the load-
ing. In general, the particles nucleate at a limited number of
sites and then grow from this constant number of sites until
they begin to coalesce. This will concomitantly lead to a de-
crease in the interparticle distance at higher particle sizes.

An alternative suggestion in the literature to explain the re-
duction in activity with decreasing particle size relates to the
formation of peroxide species through a two-electron pathway
as opposed to the four-electron pathway for direct reduction
of oxygen to H2O.[26] The overall mechanism for the ORR is still
under some significant debate; however, it has been shown
for platinum single crystals in general that H2O2 formation is
only observed for potentials where underpotential deposition
(UPD) of hydrogen occurs (<0.3 V vs. RHE), which has previ-
ously been taken as evidence that the reduction occurs
through the direct four-electron process; therefore, peroxide
formation would not be observed at potentials relevant to the
current system.[27] However, recent studies have suggested that
a substantial decrease in the number of free platinum sites
may lead to the formation of H2O2 at potentials as high as
0.8 V, which has been proposed as a reason for the lower per-
formance at small particle sizes.[28–30] This would imply an in-
crease in the amount of peroxide intermediate formed with
decreasing loading of platinum. However, a counter argument
has suggested that this may be due to the presence of ad-
sorbed small organic contaminants.[31]

Steady-state potential step experiments were also carried
out, as these are a standard method for assessing the activity
of electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction. In brief, the electrolyte
is saturated with O2(g) for about 15 min while the electrodes
are held at a constant potential of approximately 0.750 V. Once
saturation conditions are reached, the potential is changed be-
tween 0.75 and 1.0 V in 50 mV steps at 90 s intervals. The ob-
served currents are then averaged over the last 30 s of time at
each potential (i.e. , steady state).

The specific current densities shown in Figure 8 a are a mea-
sure of ORR activity as a function of the electrochemical area
of the sample in units of mA cm!2 at 0.85 V versus RHE. The
mass-normalized current densities are shown in Figure 8 b in
units of mA mgPt

!1. Particle size effects for the electroreduction
of oxygen on platinum have been previously identified:[3, 32, 33]

We have studied the effects of particle size for a series of com-
mercially available platinum nanoparticles supported on
carbon supplied by Johnson Matthey plc. ,[5] which showed
comparable values for the specific current densities. In agree-
ment with these earlier data, the activity per unit of surface

Figure 7. Oxygen reduction data obtained for Pt particles supported on
carbon. The experiments were performed in O2-saturated 0.5 m HClO4 (aq.)
electrolyte at 25 8C between 0.025 and 1.20 V versus RHE at a sweep rate of
5 mV s!1: a) raw currents of anodic sweep voltammograms, b) specific cur-
rent densities of anodic sweep voltammograms, and c) onset potentials cal-
culated at a threshold specific current density of 10!4 A cm!2.

! 2013 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim ChemSusChem 2013, 6, 1973 – 1982 1978
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than the actual ignition potentials, whilst clearly showing the
observed trend with particle size. It can be seen that the onset
potential is shifted to very low potentials for small particle
sizes, but as the particle size increases the onset shifts to
higher potential values, reaching a maximum of approximately

4 nm. This trend is then slightly reversed at even higher parti-
cle sizes (above 4 nm).

It is known that the reduced platinum metal surface is more
active towards the ORR than the oxidized surface. Thus, the
surface oxide once formed becomes an effective poison for
the ORR. This effect can and is often observed as a hysteresis
in the voltammograms of platinum recorded in oxygen-saturat-
ed electrolytes. The increased irreversibility of the surface
oxide formation/reduction is therefore seen to influence the
ORR ignition potential on small Pt particles on carbon.

It should be noted that, to increase the size of the particles
across an individual array, it is necessary to increase the load-
ing. In general, the particles nucleate at a limited number of
sites and then grow from this constant number of sites until
they begin to coalesce. This will concomitantly lead to a de-
crease in the interparticle distance at higher particle sizes.

An alternative suggestion in the literature to explain the re-
duction in activity with decreasing particle size relates to the
formation of peroxide species through a two-electron pathway
as opposed to the four-electron pathway for direct reduction
of oxygen to H2O.[26] The overall mechanism for the ORR is still
under some significant debate; however, it has been shown
for platinum single crystals in general that H2O2 formation is
only observed for potentials where underpotential deposition
(UPD) of hydrogen occurs (<0.3 V vs. RHE), which has previ-
ously been taken as evidence that the reduction occurs
through the direct four-electron process; therefore, peroxide
formation would not be observed at potentials relevant to the
current system.[27] However, recent studies have suggested that
a substantial decrease in the number of free platinum sites
may lead to the formation of H2O2 at potentials as high as
0.8 V, which has been proposed as a reason for the lower per-
formance at small particle sizes.[28–30] This would imply an in-
crease in the amount of peroxide intermediate formed with
decreasing loading of platinum. However, a counter argument
has suggested that this may be due to the presence of ad-
sorbed small organic contaminants.[31]

Steady-state potential step experiments were also carried
out, as these are a standard method for assessing the activity
of electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction. In brief, the electrolyte
is saturated with O2(g) for about 15 min while the electrodes
are held at a constant potential of approximately 0.750 V. Once
saturation conditions are reached, the potential is changed be-
tween 0.75 and 1.0 V in 50 mV steps at 90 s intervals. The ob-
served currents are then averaged over the last 30 s of time at
each potential (i.e. , steady state).

The specific current densities shown in Figure 8 a are a mea-
sure of ORR activity as a function of the electrochemical area
of the sample in units of mA cm!2 at 0.85 V versus RHE. The
mass-normalized current densities are shown in Figure 8 b in
units of mA mgPt

!1. Particle size effects for the electroreduction
of oxygen on platinum have been previously identified:[3, 32, 33]

We have studied the effects of particle size for a series of com-
mercially available platinum nanoparticles supported on
carbon supplied by Johnson Matthey plc. ,[5] which showed
comparable values for the specific current densities. In agree-
ment with these earlier data, the activity per unit of surface

Figure 7. Oxygen reduction data obtained for Pt particles supported on
carbon. The experiments were performed in O2-saturated 0.5 m HClO4 (aq.)
electrolyte at 25 8C between 0.025 and 1.20 V versus RHE at a sweep rate of
5 mV s!1: a) raw currents of anodic sweep voltammograms, b) specific cur-
rent densities of anodic sweep voltammograms, and c) onset potentials cal-
culated at a threshold specific current density of 10!4 A cm!2.
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Learning set-up

• Infer a function that maps atomic coordinates 
and species to global energy

• Make a locality assumption for the energy: 
• Learn the local energy function           and/or 

the force function 
• Database     containing   -pairs 
• Input: 3M-6 dimensions, Output: 1 dimension 

(or 3 for forces)

Courtesy by Claudio Zeni



Gaussian regression progress
ü Easy to encode prior 

information
ü Work with small datasets
ü Simple to interpret
Ꭓ Require user knowledge
Ꭓ Computational scaling 

Kernels and descriptors
must encode physical properties:

Permutational invariance k(A, B) = k(A, P B)

Translational Invariance k(A, B) = k(A, T B)
Rotational Invariance k(A, B) = k(A, R B)

Must be also differentiable and smooth, 

so that forces can be calculated:
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Local Atomic Environment descriptors
Array       that encodes all the relevant features of the 
local atomic environment      , e.g.:  

List of distances from central atom

List of triplets of distances

Spherical harmonics power spectrum 
of the smoothed atomic positions

A descriptor should be: fast to compute, invariant to physical symmetries, 
differentiable, informative. C. Zeni et al. submitted



Interaction Order

Bulk Nickel: 2-body Nickel Nanoparticle: 3-body

Number of simultaneously interacting particles the potential can describe. 
Examples:
Lennard-Jones potential 2-body
Tersoff potential 3-body
EAM/RGL potential many-body

A. Glielmo et al. PRB (2019)
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Mapping-FF
Idea: take non-parametric GP force fields and tabulate them, similarly to classic potentials

Computational speedup of 104 -105 

No accuracy loss
Can only be done for finite-body kernels (and 
practically for 2-, 3-, 4-body kernels)

Courtesy by Claudio Zeni



DFT
• Run short MD ab-initio simulations to produce a database

SAMPLE
• Extract a training set from the DFT snapshots

TRAIN
• Optimise the kernel function and hyperparameters

MAP
• Map the GP onto a Mapped Force Field

RUN
• Run very fast MD simulations using the MFF

MFF: a Python package
https://github.com/kcl-tscm/mff FF

Courtesy by Claudio Zeni

https://github.com/kcl-tscm/mff


Fast & accurate MD

C. Zeni et al. JCP (2018); CZ et al. submitted
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Nanoparticles-by-design: 
a today challenge

Size
Materials (composition/ordering)
Stability & formation process
Structure-property relationship

Figure 3: Catalytic activity during nucleation: being the freezing of a
droplet of a given size the simplest example of nucleation, and somehow repre-
sentative of synthesis processes, we report the evolution of ⌘1 during the cooling
di↵erent Pt-NPs between 100-1500 atoms. Clearly size/shape e↵ect are pre-
dominant at small sizes 2 nm, where kinetic e↵ects a↵ects significant the for-
mation process. Each line corresponds to an independent simulations. NOTE:
bisogna combinare le due figure e fare 147/209/561/1415.

Figure 4: Dynamical evolution of MgO supported Pt-NPs: a Ih561 is
soft-landed upon a pristine MgO and the dynamics is accelerated within an
iterative temperature molecular dynamics scheme. We plot the correspondence
between genome evolution, and the behaviour of the minimum over-potential
⌘1 calculated at room temperature.
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